
Brooklyn MGMT Content Creation



Brooklyn MGMT Content Creation

Brooklyn produces authentic user-generated content (UGC) on demand, for brands 

within the fashion, beauty and lifestyle industries.  

UGC has quickly become a necessity in the digital age for brands wanting to build 

social proof. 

Social proof allows brands to take advantage of external validation and customer 

advocacy in order to influence potential customers.

As the digital landscape evolves and changes, we’re seeing results from expensive 

influencer partnerships dropping. Brands are getting much better results from 

authentic UGC and at a more affordable price.
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The Process.

- Choose your content type or    
 select a package with multiple   
 content options.

- Fill out our quick and easy form   
 so we know what you’re wanting  
 to achieve.

- Select your creator/ creators    
 from our shortlist based on your  
 criteria.

- Send your products to your    
 creator/ creators and let them   
 work their magic.

Content Types & Prices

Video
Before and After
$450

Reel / Tik Tok
$550

How To Tutorial
$550

Product Explainer
$450

Product Review
$450

Photo
Before & After
(2 photos)  $300

Product/ Fashion Selfie
(1 photo) $250

Beauty Swatch
(1 photo) $200

Fashion Editorial 
(Per look) $150 

Flat-lay
$200

Video and Photo Package. Receive $50 OFF when booking a ‘Video & Photo’ combination.

*All prices + 20% Agency Service Fee + GST charged on the ASF only *Posts on creator’s IG or TikTok are at an additional fee.
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Our Creators.

Brooklyn MGMT covers talent 
across multiple target audiences. 
Including;

- Fashion Models.

- Actors/Presentors.

- Mummy Bloggers.

- Real Couples.

- Real Families.

- Mature Talent.
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Carla Noto
carla@brooklynmgmt.com.au
0413480915
www.brooklynmgmt.com.au

We would love the 
opportunity to work with 
you to elevate your brand 
and help you build the social 
proof that is vital for success 
in today’s digital age. 

Thankyou.


